
 
 

Kind words – Friendship Lesson 
 

 

 
Materials: 

Cotton Balls 

Sand Paper 

 

How can the way we speak help each other? How can it hurt?  We're going to               

use our sense of touch today to look at this closer! 

 

Present a small pile of cotton balls. Let your students touch them, squish them, 

and rub them on their arm. Ask your students how the cotton balls feel. Use 

descriptive words like soft, fluffy, and light. If words were cotton balls, how would 

it feel to have them bouncing on your arm? Fill your cup up with cotton balls and 

pour it out on each child's arm. Have your children tell you words that are like 

cotton balls {for example: please, thank-you, compliments, May I help you? good 

job, etc.} 

 

Present a piece of rough sandpaper for each child to touch. As they touch it, ask 

them how the sandpaper feels. Use descriptive words like rough, poky, or sharp. If 

words were sandpaper, how would it feel to have them rubbing on your arm? 

{We won't really do it because it would hurt.} Have your students tell you words 

that are like sandpaper {for example: mean words, a mean voice, calling names, 

unnecessary criticism, etc.}. Show your students how sandpaper can scratch 

something like a scrap of wood or a piece of plastic. Tell them sandpaper words 

"scratch" our feelings. It hurts when people talk to us in a mean voice or say mean 

things. 



 

Give your students a scenario where they have a problem, and see how they 

could use cotton words or sandpaper words to try to fix it. Which would be most 

helpful? 

 

Use other scenarios that are common with your own kiddos. Remind them that 

they can get what they want more often if they use cotton ball words! 

 

OPTIONAL: Place the cup in a prominent location, and every time your students 

use cotton ball words, let them put a cotton ball or two in the cup. When it fills 

up, have a "Cotton ball Words Party" to celebrate using kind words! 


